Pandemic influenza has the epidemic potential to kill millions of people. While various preventive measures exist (i.a., vaccination and school closures), deciding on strategies that lead to their most effective and efficient use, remains challenging. To this end, individual-based epidemiological models are essential to assist decision makers in determining the best strategy to curve epidemic spread. However, individual-based models are computationally intensive and therefore it is pivotal to identify the optimal strategy using a minimal amount of model evaluations. Additionally, as epidemiological modeling experiments need to be planned, a computational budget needs to be specified a priori. Consequently, we present a new sampling method to optimize the evaluation of preventive strategies using fixed budget best-arm identification algorithms. We use epidemiological modeling theory to derive knowledge about the reward distribution which we exploit using Bayesian best-arm identification algorithms (i.e., Top-two Thompson sampling and BayesGap). We evaluate these algorithms in a realistic experimental setting and demonstrate that it is possible to identify the optimal strategy using only a limited number of model evaluations, i.e., 2-to-3 times faster compared to the uniform sampling method, the predominant technique used for epidemiological decision making in the literature. Finally, we contribute and evaluate a statistic for Top-two Thompson sampling to inform the decision makers about the confidence of an arm recommendation.
Introduction
The influenza virus is responsible for the deaths of half of a million people each year [52] . In addition, seasonal influenza epidemics cause a significant economic burden [45] . While transmission is primarily local, a newly emerging variant may spread to pandemic proportions in a naive (i.e., fully susceptible) host population [46] . Pandemic influenza occurs less frequently than seasonal influenza but the outcome with respect to morbidity and mortality can be much more severe, potentially killing millions of people worldwide [47, 48] . Consequently, it is essential to study mitigation strategies to control influenza pandemics.
For influenza, different preventive measures exist: i.a., vaccination, social measures (e.g. school closures and travel restrictions) and antiviral drugs. However, the efficiency of strategies greatly depends on the availability of preventive compounds, as well as on the characteristics of the targeted epidemic. Furthermore, governments typically have limited resources to implement such measures. Therefore, it remains challenging to formulate public health strategies that make effective and efficient use of these preventive measures within the existing resource constraints.
Epidemiological models (i.e., compartment models and individual-based models) are essential to study the effects of preventive measures in silico [8, 27] . While individual-based models are usually associated with a greater model complexity and computational cost than compartment models, they allow for a more accurate evaluation of preventive strategies [12, 19, 44] . To capitalize on these advantages and make it feasible to employ individual-based models, it is essential to use the available computational resources as efficiently as possible.
In the literature, a set of possible preventive strategies is typically evaluated by simulating each of the strategies an equal number of times [25, 5, 30, 41, 20, 22, 13] . However, this approach is inefficient to identify the optimal preventive strategy, as a large proportion of computational resources will be used to explore sub-optimal strategies. Furthermore, a consensus on the required number of model evaluations per strategy is currently lacking [57] . Moreover, as we show in this paper, this number depends on the hardness of the evaluation problem [6] .
For this reason, we propose to combine individual-based epidemiological models with multi-armed bandits [32] . In a preliminary study [39] , the potential of multi-armed bandits was explored in a regret minimization setting, using default strategies (i.e., ǫ-greedy [53] and UCB1 [7] ). However, in this work, we recognize that epidemiological modeling experiments need to be planned and that a computational budget needs to be specified a priori. Within this constraint, we aim to minimize the number of required model evaluations to determine the most promising preventive strategy. Therefore, we present a novel approach formulating the evaluation of preventive strategies as a best-arm identification problem using a fixed budget of model evaluations.
As running an individual-based model is computationally intensive (i.e., minutes to hours, depending on the complexity of the model), minimizing the number of required model evaluations reduces the total time required to evaluate a given set of preventive strategies. This renders the use of individual-based models attainable in studies where it would otherwise not be computationally feasible. Additionally, reducing the number of model evaluations can also free up computational resources in studies that already use individual-based models, capacitating researchers to explore different model scenarios. Considering a wider range of scenarios increases the confidence about the overall utility of preventive strategies [58] .
In our model, an arm's reward distribution corresponds to the epidemic size distribution of the epidemiological model. We employ epidemiological modeling theory to derive that this distribution is approximately Gaussian, and exploit this knowledge using Bayesian best-arm identification algorithms.
In this paper, we contribute a novel method to evaluate preventive strategies as a best-arm identification problem. This method enables decision makers to obtain recommendations in a reduced number of model evaluations and supports their decision process by providing a confidence recommendation statistic. In Section 4 we employ concepts from epidemiological model theory and we adapt Bayesian best-arm identification algorithms to incorporate this knowledge. In Section 5, we evaluate these algorithms in an experimental setting, where we aim to find the best vaccine allocation strategy in a realistic simulation environment that models Seattle's social network. We repeat the experiment for a wide range of basic reproduction numbers (i.e., R 0 , the number of infections that is, by average, generated by one single infection) that are typically used in the influenza literature. The obtained experimental results show that our approach is able to identify the best preventive strategy 2-to-3 times faster compared to uniform sampling, the predominant technique used for epidemiological decision making in the literature. Furthermore, we contribute (Section 4) and evaluate (Section 5) a statistic to inform the decision makers about the confidence of a particular recommendation.
Background

Pandemic influenza and vaccine production
The primary preventive strategy to mitigate seasonal influenza is to produce vaccine prior to the epidemic, anticipating the virus strains that are expected to circulate. This vaccine pool is used to inoculate the population before the start of the epidemic. While seasonal influenza may have a restricted susceptible population due to vaccination and pre-existing immunity, a newly emerging strain can become pandemic by spreading rapidly among naive human hosts worldwide [46] .
While it is possible to stockpile vaccines to prepare for seasonal influenza, this is not the case for new variants of influenza viruses, as the vaccine should be specifically tailored to the virus that is the source of the pandemic. Therefore, before an appropriate vaccine can be produced, the responsible virus needs to be identified. Hence, vaccine will be available only in limited supply at the beginning of the pandemic [56] . In addition, production problems can result in vaccine shortages [18] . When the number of vaccine doses is limited, it is imperative to identify an optimal vaccine allocation strategy [43] .
Modeling influenza
There is a long tradition to use individual-based models to study influenza epidemics [8, 27, 25] , as it allows for a more accurate evaluation of preventive strategies. A state-of-the-art individual-based model, that has been the driver for many high impact research efforts [8, 27, 29] , is FluTE [12] .
FluTE implements a contact model where the population is divided into communities of households [12] . The population is organized in a hierarchy of social mixing groups where the contact intensity is inversely proportional with the size of the group (e.g., closer contact between members of a household than between colleagues). Additionally, FluTE implements an individual disease progression model, that associates different disease stages with different levels of infectiousness. To support the evaluation of preventive strategies, FluTE implements the simulation of therapeutic interventions (i.e., vaccines, antiviral compounds) and non-therapeutic interventions (i.e., school closure, case isolation, household quarantine).
Bandits and best-arm identification
The multi-armed bandit game [6] concerns a K-armed bandit (i.e., a slot machine with K levers), where each arm A k returns a reward r k when it is pulled (i.e., r k represents a sample from A k 's reward distribution). A common use of the bandit game is to pull a sequence of arms such that the cumulative regret is minimized [32] . To fulfill this goal, the player needs to carefully balance between exploitation (i.e., choose the arms with the highest expected reward) and exploration (i.e., explore the other arms to potentially identify even more promising arms).
In this paper, the objective is to recommend the best arm A * (i.e., the arm with the highest average reward µ * ) after a fixed number of arm pulls. This is referred to as the fixed budget best-arm identification problem [6] , an instance of the pure-exploration problem [10] . For a given budget T , the objective is to minimize the simple regret µ * − µ J , where µ J is the average reward of the recommended arm A J at time T [11] . Simple regret is inversely proportional to the probability of recommending the correct arm A * [38] .
Related work
In this work, we recognize that a computational budget needs to be specified a priori to meet the realities associated with high performance computational infrastructure. For this reason we consider the fixed budget best-arm identification setting, in contrast to techniques that attempt to identify the best arm with a predefined confidence: i.e., racing strategies [21] , strategies that exploit the confidence bound of the arms' means [37, 35] and more recently fixed confidence best-arm identification algorithms [26] .
While other algorithms exist to rank or select bandit arms, e.g. [49] , bestarm identification is best approached using adaptive sampling methods [36] , as the ones we study in this paper. Moreover, the use of best-arm identification methods clears the way for interesting future work with respect to evaluating preventive strategies while considering multiple objectives (see Section 6).
Methods
We formulate the evaluation of preventive strategies as a multi-armed bandit game with the aim of identifying the best arm using a fixed budget of model evaluations. The presented method is generic with respect to the type of epidemic that is modeled (i.e., pathogen, contact network, preventive strategies). The method is evaluated in the context of pandemic influenza in the next section. 
Preventive bandits
Note that a model configuration c ∈ C describes the complete model environment, i.e., both aspects inherent to the model (e.g., FluTE's mixing model) and options that the modeler can provide (e.g., population statistics, vaccine properties). The result of a model evaluation is referred to as the model outcome (e.g., prevalence, proportion of symptomatic individuals, morbidity, mortality, societal cost).
Our objective is to find the optimal preventive strategy from a set of alternative strategies {p 1 , ..., p K } ⊂ P for a particular configuration c 0 ∈ C of a stochastic epidemiological model, where c 0 corresponds to the studied epidemic. Definition 2. A preventive bandit [39] has K = |{p 1 , ..., p K }| arms. Pulling arm p k corresponds to evaluating p k by running a simulation in the epidemiological model E(c 0 , p k ).
A preventive bandit is thus a multi-armed bandit, that has preventive strategies as arms with reward distributions corresponding to the outcome distribution of a stochastic epidemiological model E(c 0 , p k ). While the parameters of the reward distribution are known (i.e., the parameters of the epidemiological model), it is intractable to determine the optimal reward analytically from the epidemiological model. Hence, we must learn about the outcome distribution via interaction with the epidemiological model.
Outcome distribution
As previously defined, the reward distribution associated with a preventive bandit's arm corresponds to the outcome distribution of the epidemiological model that is evaluated when pulling that arm. Therefore, employing insights from epidemiological modeling theory allows us to specify prior knowledge about the reward distribution.
It is well known that a disease outbreak has two possible outcomes: either it is able to spread beyond a local context and becomes a fully established epidemic or it fades out [55] . Most stochastic epidemiological models reflect this reality and hence its epidemic size distribution is bimodal [55] . When evaluating preventive strategies, the objective is to determine the preventive strategy that is most suitable to mitigate an established epidemic. As in practice we can only observe and act on established epidemics, epidemics that faded out in simulation would bias this evaluation. Consequently, it is necessary to focus on the mode of the distribution that is associated with the established epidemic. Therefore we censor (i.e., discard) the epidemic sizes that correspond to the faded epidemic. The size distribution that remains (i.e., the one that corresponds with the established epidemic) is approximately Gaussian [9] .
In this study, we consider a scaled epidemic size distribution, i.e., the proportion of symptomatic infections. Hence we can assume bimodality of the full size distribution and an approximately Gaussian size distribution of the established epidemic. We verified experimentally that these assumptions hold for all the reward distributions that we observed in our experiments (see Section 5).
To censor the size distribution, we use a threshold that represents the number of infectious individuals that are required to ensure an outbreak will only fade out with a low probability.
Epidemic fade-out threshold
For heterogeneous host populations (i.e., a population with a significant variance among individual transmission rates, as is the case for influenza epidemics [16, 24] ), the number of secondary infections can be accurately modeled using a negative binomial offspring distribution NB(R 0 , γ) [40] , where R 0 is the basic reproductive number and γ is a dispersion parameter that specifies the extent of heterogeneity. The probability of epidemic extinction p ext can be computed by solving g(s) = s, where g(s) is the probability generating function (pgf) of the offspring distribution [40] . For an epidemic where individuals are targeted with preventive measures (i.e., vaccination in our use case), we obtain the following pgf
where pop c signifies the random proportion of controlled individuals [40] . From p ext we can compute a threshold T 0 to limit the probability of extinction to a cutoff ℓ [31].
Best-arm identification with a fixed budget
Our objective is to identify the best preventive strategy (i.e., the strategy that minimizes the expected outcome) out of a set of preventive strategies, for a particular configuration c 0 ∈ C using a fixed budget T of model evaluations. Successive Rejects was the first algorithm to solve the best-arm identification in a fixed budget setting [6] . For a K-armed bandit, Successive Rejects operates in (K − 1) phases. At the end of each phase, the arm with the lowest average reward is discarded. Thus, at the end of phase (K − 1) only one arm survives, and this arm is recommended.
Successive Rejects serves as a useful baseline, however, it has no support to incorporate any prior knowledge. Bayesian best-arm identification algorithms are able to take into account such knowledge by defining an appropriate prior and posterior on the arms' reward distribution. As we will show, such prior knowledge can increase the best-arm identification accuracy. Additionally, at the time an arm is recommended, the posteriors contain valuable information that can be used to formulate a variety of statistics helpful to assist decision makers. We consider two state-of-the-art Bayesian algorithms: BayesGap [33] and Top-two Thompson sampling [51] . For Top-two Thompson sampling, we derive a statistic based on the posteriors to inform the decision makers about the confidence of an arm recommendation: the probability of success.
As we established in the previous section, each arm of our preventive bandit has a reward distribution that is approximately Gaussian with unknown mean and variance. To make our method generic for any type of preventive bandit problem, we assume an uninformative Jeffreys prior (σ k ) −3 on (µ k , σ 2 k ) [34] . Honda and Takemura [34] demonstrate that this prior leads to the following posterior on µ k at the n th k pull:
where x k,n k is the reward mean, S k,n k is the sum of squares
and T n k is the standard student t-distribution with n k degrees of freedom.
BayesGap is a gap-based Bayesian algorithm [33] . The algorithm requires that for each arm A k , a high-probability upper bound U k (t) and lower bound L k (t) is defined on the posterior of µ k at each time step t. Using these bounds, the gap quantity
is defined for each arm A k . B k (t) represents an upper bound on the simple regret (as defined in Section 2.3). At each step t of the algorithm, the arm J(t) that minimizes the gap quantity B k (t) is compared to the arm j(t) that maximizes the upper bound U k (t). From J(t) and j(t), the arm with the highest confidence diameter U k (t) − L k (t) is pulled. The reward that results from this pull is observed and used to update A k 's posterior. When the budget is consumed, the arm
is recommended. This is the arm that minimizes the simple regret bound over all times t ≤ T . In order to use BayesGap in the preventive bandit setting, we contribute problem-specific bounds. Given our posteriors (Equation 5), we define
whereμ k (t) andσ k (t) are the mean and standard deviation of the posterior of arm A k at time step t, and β is the exploration coefficient.
The amount of exploration that is feasible given a particular bandit game, is proportional to the available budget, and inversely proportional to the game's complexity [33] . This complexity can be modeled taking into account the game's hardness [6] and the variance of the rewards. Following Hoffman et al. [33] , we define a hardness quantity
with arm-dependent hardness
Considering the budget T , hardness H ǫ and a generalized reward variance σ 2 G over all arms, we define
Theorem 1 in the Supplementary Information 1 formally proves that using these bounds results in a probability of simple regret that asymptotically reaches the exponential lower bound presented by Hoffman et al. [33] .
As both H ǫ and σ 2 G are unknown, in order to compute β, these quantities need to be estimated. Firstly, we estimate H ǫ 's upper boundĤ ǫ by estimating ∆ k as follows∆
as in Hoffman et al. [33] . Secondly, for σ 2 G we need a measure of variance that is representative for the reward distribution of all arms. To this end, when the arms are initialized, we observe their sample variance s 2 k , and compute their averages
As our bounds depend on the standard deviationσ k (t) of the t-distributed posterior, each arm's posterior needs to be initialized 3 times to ensure that σ k (t) is defined, this initialization also ensures proper posteriors [34] .
Top-two Thompson sampling is a reformulation of the Thompson sampling algorithm [54] , such that it can be used in a pure-exploration context [51] . Thompson sampling operates directly on the arms' posterior of the mean µ k . At each time step, Thompson sampling obtains one sample for each arm's posterior. The arm with the highest sample is pulled, and its reward is subsequently used to update that arm's posterior. While this approach has been proven highly successful to minimize cumulative regret [14, 3, 34] , as it balances the exploration-exploitation trade-off, it is sub-optimal to identify the best arm [10] . To adapt Thompson sampling to minimize simple regret, Top-two Thompson sampling increases the amount of exploration. To this end, an exploration probability ω needs to be specified. At each time step, one sample is obtained for each arm's posterior. The arm A top with the highest sample is only pulled with probability ω. With probability 1 − ω we repeat sampling from the posteriors until we find an arm A top-2 that has the highest posterior sample and where A top = A top-2 . When the arm A top-2 is found, it is pulled and the observed reward is used to update the posterior of the pulled arm. When the available budget is consumed, the arm with the highest average reward is recommended.
As Top-two Thompson sampling only requires samples from the arms' posteriors, we can use the t-distributed posteriors from Equation 5 as is. To avoid improper posteriors, each arm needs to be initialized 2 times [34] .
As specified in the previous subsection, the reward distribution is censored. We observe each reward, but only consider it to update the arm's value when it exceeds the threshold T 0 (i.e., when we receive a sample from the mode of the epidemic that represents the established epidemic).
Probability of success
The probability that an arm recommendation is correct presents a useful confidence statistic to support policy makers with their decisions. As Top-two Thompson sampling recommends the arm with the highest average reward, the probability of success is
where µ J is the random variable that represents the mean of the recommended arm.
As we assume that the arm's reward distributions are independent, this probability can be computed using the recommended arm's posterior probability density function f µJ and the other arms' cumulative density function F µ k :
As this integral cannot be computed analytically, we estimate it using Gaussian quadrature [2] . It is important to notice that, while aiming for generality, we made some conservative assumptions: the reward distributions are approximated as Gaussian and the uninformative Jeffreys prior is used. These assumptions imply that the derived probability of success will be an under-estimator for the actual recommendation success.
Experiments
We composed and performed an experiment in the context of pandemic influenza, where we analyze the mitigation strategy to vaccinate a population when only a limited number of vaccine doses is available (details about the rationale behind this scenario in Section 2.1). In our experiment, we extend the simulation environment presented in [39] to accommodate a realistic setting to evaluate vaccine allocation. In contrast to [39] , we consider a large and realistic social network (i.e., the city of Seattle) and a wide range of R 0 values.
We consider the scenario when a pandemic is emerging in a particular geographical region and vaccines becomes available, albeit in a limited number of doses. When the number of vaccine doses is limited, it is imperative to identify an optimal vaccine allocation strategy [43] . In our experiment, we explore the allocation of vaccines over five different age groups: pre-school children, school-age children, young adults, older adults and the elderly as presented by Chao et al. [12] . We consider this experiment for a wide range of R 0 values.
Influenza model and configuration
The epidemiological model used in the experiments is the FluTE stochastic individual-based model. In our experiment we consider the population of Seattle (United states) that includes 560,000 individuals [12] . This population is realistic both with respect to the number of individuals and its community structure, and provides an adequate setting for the validation of vaccine strategies [57] .
At the first day of the simulated epidemic, 10 random individuals are seeded with an infection. The epidemic is simulated for 180 days, during this time no more infections are seeded. Thus, all new infections established during the run time of the simulation, result from the mixing between infectious and susceptible individuals. We assume no pre-existing immunity towards the circulating virus variant. We choose the number of vaccine doses to allocate to be approximately 4.5% of the population size [43] .
In this experiment, we explore the efficacy of different vaccine allocation strategies. We consider that only one vaccine variant is available in the simulation environment. FluTE allows vaccine efficacy to be configured on 3 levels: efficacy to protect against infection when an individual is susceptible (i.e., V E Sus ), efficacy to avoid an infected individual from becoming infectious (i.e., V E Inf ) and efficacy to avoid an infected individual from becoming symptomatic (i.e., V E Sym ). In our experiment we choose V E Sus = 0.5 [42] , V E Inf = 0.5 [42] and V E Sym = 0.67 [59] . The influenza vaccine only becomes fully effective after a certain period upon its administration, and the effectiveness increases gradually over this period [1] . In our experiment, we assume the vaccine effectiveness to build up exponentially over a period of 2 weeks [1] .
We perform our experiment for a set of R 0 values within the range of 1.4 to 2.4, in steps of 0.2. This range is considered representative for the epidemic potential of influenza pandemics [8, 12, 43] . We refer to this set of R 0 values as R 0 . Note that the setting described in this subsection, in conjunction with a particular R 0 value, corresponds to a model configuration (i.e., c 0 ∈ C, Definition 2).
The computational complexity of FluTE simulations depends both on the size of the susceptible population and the proportion of the population that becomes infected. For the population of Seattle, the simulation run time was up to 11 1 2 minutes (median of 10 1 2 minutes), on state-of-the-art hardware (details in Supplementary Information, section 7 ).
Formulating vaccine allocation strategies
We consider 5 age groups to which vaccine doses can be allocated: pre-school children (i.e., 0-4 years old), school-age children (i.e., 5-18 years old), young adults (i.e., 19-29 years old), older adults (i.e., 30-64 years old) and the elderly (i.e., > 65 years old) [12] . An allocation scheme can be encoded as a Boolean 5tuple, where each position in the tuple corresponds to the respective age group. The Boolean value at a particular position in the tuple denotes whether vaccines should be allocated to the respective age group. When vaccine is to be allocated to a particular age group, this is done proportional to the size of the population that is part of this age group [43] .
To decide on the best vaccine allocation strategy, we enumerate all possible combinations of this tuple. The tuple can be encoded as a binary number, and as such the different allocation strategies can be represented by integers (i.e., {0, ..., 31}).
An influenza preventive bandit
The influenza preventive bandit B F lu has exactly 32 arms. Each arm A k is associated with the allocation strategy for which the integer encoding is k.
Given a model configuration c 0 ∈ C (Definition 2), when an arm A k of B F lu is pulled, FluTE is invoked with c 0 and the vaccine allocation strategy p k ∈ P (Definition 2) associated with the arm A k . When FluTE finishes, it outputs the proportion of the population that experienced a symptomatic infection p I , from which the reward r k = 1 − p I is computed.
Outcome distributions
To establish a proxy for the ground truth concerning the outcome distributions of the 32 considered preventive strategies, all strategies were evaluated 1000 times, for each of the R 0 values in R 0 . We will use this ground truth as a reference to validate the correctness of the recommendations obtained throughout our experiments.
R 0 presents us with an interesting evaluation problem. To demonstrate this, we visualize the outcome distribution for R 0 = 1.4 in Figure 1 and for R 0 = 2.4 in Figure 2 (the outcome distributions for the other R 0 values are shown in Section 3 of the Supplementary Information). Firstly, we observe that for different values of R 0 , the distances between top arms' means differ. Additionally, outcome distribution variances vary over the set of R 0 values in R 0 . These differences produce distinct levels of evaluation hardness (see Section 4.4), and demonstrate the setting's usefulness as benchmark to evaluate preventive strategies. Secondly, we expect the outcome distribution to be bimodal, however, the probability to sample from the mode of the outcome distribution that represents the non-established epidemic decreases as R 0 increases [40] . This expectation is confirmed when we inspect Figure 1 , that shows a bimodal distribution for R 0 = 1.4, while Figure 2 shows a unimodal outcome distribution for R 0 = 2.4, as only samples from the established epidemic were obtained.
Our analysis identified that the best vaccine allocation strategy was 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 (i.e., allocate vaccine to school children, strategy 8) for all R 0 values in R 0 .
Best-arm identification experiment
To assess the performance of the different best-arm identification algorithms (i.e., Successive Rejects, BayesGap and Top-two Thompson sampling) we run 3   0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31 vaccine allocation strategy epidemic size 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31 vaccine allocation strategy epidemic size each algorithm for all budgets in the range of 32 to 500. This evaluation is performed on the influenza bandit game that we defined earlier. For each budget, we run the algorithms 100 times, and report the recommendation success rate.
In the previous section, the optimal vaccine allocation strategy was identified to be 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 (i.e. vaccine allocation strategy 8) for all R 0 in R 0 . We thus consider a recommendation to be correct when it equals this vaccine allocation strategy.
We evaluate the algorithm's performance with respect to each other and with respect to uniform sampling, the current state-of-the art to evaluate preventive strategies. The uniform sampling method pulls arm A u for each step t of the given budget T , where A u 's index u is sampled from the uniform distribution U(1, K). To consider different levels of hardness and obtain insight in the effect of the unestablished outcome distribution, we perform this analysis for each R 0 value in R 0 .
For the Bayesian best-arm identification algorithms, the prior specifications are detailed in Section 4.4. BayesGap requires an upper and lower bound that is defined in terms of the used posteriors. In our experiments, we use upper bound U k (t) and lower bound L k (t) that were established in Section 4.4. Toptwo Thompson sampling requires a parameter that modulates the amount of exploration ω. As it is important for best-arm identification algorithms to differentiate between the top two arms, we choose ω = 0.5, such that, in the limit, Top-two Thompson sampling will explore the top two arms uniformly.
We censor the reward distribution based on the threshold T 0 we defined in Section 4.3. This threshold depends on basic reproductive number R 0 and dispersion parameter γ. R 0 is defined explicitly for each of our experimental settings. For the dispersion parameter we choose γ = 0.5, which is a conservative choice according to the literature [16, 24] . We define the probability cutoff ℓ = 10 −10 . Figure 3 and Figure 4 show recommendation success rate for each of the best-arm identification algorithms, respectively for R 0 = 1.4 and R 0 = 2.4. The results for the other R 0 values are visualized in Section 4 of the Supplementary Information.
The results for different values of R 0 clearly indicate that our selection of best-arm identification algorithms significantly outperform the uniform sampling method. In our experiment, where we consider different R 0 values, the uniform sampling method requires more than double the amount of evaluations to achieve a similar recommendation performance. For the harder problems (e.g., setting with R 0 = 2.4), recommendation uncertainty remains considerable even after consuming 3 times the budget required by Top-two Thompson sampling.
All best-arm identification algorithms require an initialization phase in order to output a well-defined recommendation. Successive Rejects needs to pull each arm at least once, while Top-two Thompson sampling and BayesGap need to pull each arm respectively 2 and 3 times (details in Section 4.4). For this reason, these algorithms' performance can only be evaluated after this initialization phase. BayesGap's performance is on par with Successive Rejects, except for the hardest setting we studied (i.e., R 0 = 2.4). In comparison, Top-two Thompson sampling consistently outperforms Successive Rejects 30 pulls after the initialization phase.
Top-two Thompson sampling needs to initialize each arm's posterior with 2 pulls, i.e., double the amount of uniform sampling and Successive Rejects. However, our experiments clearly show that none of the other algorithms reach any acceptable recommendation rate using less than 64 pulls, thereby alleviating concerns using a t-distributed posterior. In Section 4 we derived a statistic to express the probability of success (P s ) concerning a recommendation made by Top-two Thompson sampling. We analyzed this probability for all the Top-two Thompson sampling recommendations that were obtained in the experiment described above. To provide some insights on how this statistic can be used to support policy makers, we show the P s values of all Top-two Thompson sampling recommendations for R 0 = 2.4 in Figure 5 the uncertainty of P s is inversely proportional to the size of the available budget. Additionally, in Figure 6 (Figures for the other R 0 values in Section 6 of the Supplementary Information) we confirm that P s underestimates recommendation correctness. These observations indicate that P s has the potential to serve as a conservative statistic to inform policy makers about the confidence of a particular recommendation, and thus can be used to define meaningful cutoffs to guide policy makers in their interpretation of the recommendation of preventive strategies.
Conclusion
We formulate the objective to select the best preventive strategy in an individualbased model as a fixed budget best-arm identification problem. An experiment was set up to evaluate this setting in the context of pandemic influenza. To assess the best arm recommendation performance of the preventive bandit, we report a success rate over 100 independent bandit runs. We demonstrate that it is possible to efficiently identify the optimal preventive strategy using only a limited number of model evaluations, even if there is a large number of preventive strategies to consider. Compared to uniform sampling, our method is able to recommend the best preventive strategy reducing the number of required model evaluations 2-to-3 times. Additionally, we show that by using Bayesian best-arm identification algorithms, statistics can be defined to support policy makers with their decisions. As such, we are confident that our method has the potential to be used as a decision support tool for mitigating epidemics. This will enable the use of individual-based models in studies where it would otherwise be computationally too prohibitive, and allow researchers to explore a wider variety of model scenarios.
We identify two particular directions for future work. Firstly, while our method is evaluated in the context of pandemic influenza, it is important to stress that it can be used to evaluate preventive strategies for other infectious diseases. Since recently, a Dengue vaccine is available [28] , and the optimal allocation of this vaccine remains an important research topic [23, 4] , we recognize that Dengue epidemics are an interesting use case. Secondly, in this paper, our The P s values were binned: 0.5 to 1 in steps of 0.05. Per bin, we thus have a set of Bernoulli trials, for which we show the empirical success rate (blue scatter) and the Clopper-Pearson confidence interval (blue confidence bounds) [15] . The orange reference line denotes perfect correlation between the empirical success rate and the estimated probability of success. preventive bandits only learn with respect to a single model outcome (i.e., the proportion of symptomatic infections). However, for many pathogens it is interesting to incorporate multiple objectives (e.g., morbidity, mortality, cost). In the future, we aim to use multi-objective multi-armed bandits [17] in contrast to the current single-objective preventive bandits. With this approach, we plan to learn a coverage set containing an optimal strategy for every possible preference profile the decision makers might have [50] .
Statement with respect to the reproducibility of our research: if this manuscript is accepted, all source code used in our experiments will be made publicly available.
Supplementary Information
S1 Introduction
In this Supplementary Information we provide a proof for BayesGap's simple regret bound (Section 2). Furthermore, we provide additional figures that were omitted from the main manuscript: figures for the outcome (i.e., epidemic size) distributions (Section 3), figures for the experimental success rates (Section 4), figures for the probabilities of success (i.e., P s values) per budget (Section 5) and figures for the binned distribution over P s values (Section 6). Finally, in Section 7, we describe the computational resources that were used to execute the simulations.
S2 BayesGap simple regret bound for T-distributed posteriors
Lemma 1. Consider a Jeffrey's prior (µ k , σ 2 k ) ∼ σ −3 k over the parameters of the Gaussian reward distributions. Then the posterior mean of arm k has the following nonstandardized t-distribution at pull n k :
where n k is the number of pulls for arm k,x k,n k is the sample mean and S k,n k is the sum of squares.
Proof. This lemma was presented and proved by Honda et al. [34] .
Lemma 2. Consider a random variable X ∼ T ν (µ, λ) with variance σ 2 = ν ν−2 λ 2 , ν > 2 and β > 0. The probability that X is within a radius βσ from its mean can then be written as:
is the normalizing constant of a standard t-distribution.
Proof. Consider a random variable Z ∼ T ν (0, 1), ν > 2 and β > 0. Then the probability of Z being greater than β ν ν−2 is:
The probability of Z being greater than the lower bound β ν ν−2 is the integral over its probability density function, starting from that lower bound (1) . In the integral, we introduce a factor z β √ ν ν−2 , which is greater than 1 for the considered values of z (2). We then take note of the following derivative, and use this result to analytically solve the integral (3):
Finally, we solve the primitive from z β √ ν ν−2 to infinity (4).
Next, we apply a union bound to obtain a lower bound on the probability that the magnitude of Z is smaller than β ν ν−2 :
Lemma 3. Consider a K-armed bandit problem with budget T and K arms. Let U k (t) and L k (t) be upper and lower bounds that hold for all times t ≤ T and all arms k ≤ K with probability 1 − δ k (t). Finally, let g k be a monotonically decreasing function such that U k (t) − L k (t) ≤ g k (n k (t − 1)) and
We can then bound the simple regret R T as:
Proof. First, we define E as the event in which every mean µ k is bounded by its associated bounds (i.e., U k (t) and L k (t)) for each time step [33] .
The probability of µ k deviating from a single bound at time t is by definition δ k (t). When applying the union bound, we obtain P (E)
The probability of regret is equal to the probability of the event E occuring, as proven in [33] . Theorem 1. Consider a K-armed Gaussian bandit problem with budget T and unknown variance. Let σ 2 G be a generalization of that variance over all arms, and U k (t) and L k (t) respectively be the upper and lower bounds for each arm k at time t, where U k (t) =μ k (t) + βσ k (t) and L k (t) =μ k (t) − βσ k (t). The simple regret is then bounded as:
Note that when min k,t n k (t) → +∞, the bound decreases exponentially in β, similar to the problem setting presented in [33] . Intuitively, this result makes sense, as for known variances, a Gaussian can be used to describe the posterior means, and indeed, as the number of pulls approaches infinity, our t-distributions converge to Gaussians.
Proof. According to Lemma 1, the posterior over the average reward is a t-distribution with scaling factor λ k (t) = n k (t) −1 S k,n k (t) . Therefore,
The variance of a t-distribution equals n k (t) n k (t)−2 λ k (t) 2 for arm k at time t, with scaling factor λ k (t) as described in Lemma 1 (1 + 2). We denote the variance over rewards per arm as s 2 k (t) (3) and define g k (n k (t)) to be the upper bound expression as specified in Lemma 3 (4).
Next, we compute the inverse of g k (n):
We generalize s 2 k (t) to a variance σ 2 G representative for all arms. 2 Approximating the hardness of the problem as H ǫ = k H −2 k,ǫ , where H k,ǫ is the arm-dependent hardness defined in [33] , we obtain β as follows:
Finally, as the conditions in Lemma 3 on the function g k are now satisfied, the simple regret bound can be obtained using Lemma 3 and the probability that the true mean is out of the arm-specific bounds U k (t) and L k (t), given in Lemma 2. 
S7 Computational resources
The simulations were run on a high performance cluster (HPC). On this HPC, we used "Ivy Bridge" nodes, more specifically nodes with two 10-core "Ivy Bridge" Xeon E5-2680v2 CPUs (2.8 GHz, 25 MB level 3 cache) and 64 GB of RAM. This infrastructure allowed us to run 20 FluTE simulations per node.
